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The Passover Soul Kit contains 101 Soul Tips, Easy Passover Recipes, Pesach Insights,

Meditations, Art, & Quotes for the Passover Seder and the Passover Haggadah. Please note that

this is NOT a hagaddah but has insights to deepen your understanding. The Passover Soul Kit is

filled with beautiful calligraphy Artnotes and quotes to inspire you to enjoy Passover spiritually, as

well as physically, despite the great demands that the preparations for the holiday places on us.

Sometimes, itâ€™s hard to remember to integrate our spiritual quest into our intense physical

preparations. Rae Shagalovâ€™s Artnotes, Quotes, Soul Tips, Meditations and easy, healthy

Passover recipes will help you stay focused on the meaning and pleasure of Passover. Includes

access to 3 bonuses! Bonus #1: An exclusive, private gallery of additional Artnotes and Soul Tips

for PassoverBonus #2: Rae Shagalovâ€™s Authentic Family Chicken Soup recipe handed down for

generationsBonus #3: Your Passover Soul Adventure
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The Passover Soul Kit is such a blessing, full of inspiring thoughts to help make the holiday special.



Read it before you start to prepare for the holiday, and keep it by your side as you get ready - it will

surely help lift you and your family into a truly spiritual experience of the holiday. Better yet, print the

beautiful calligraphy to hang on your wall (the author provides a link to download them) as constant

gentle reminders to experience the joy of the preparations and the true meaning of Passover.

I am not a Jew but am interested in them, I am a Christian who loves to see how they celebrate

passover as well as other celebrations it make God's Word even more interesting and personal. I

loved the way the posters were done a reminder that whatever we do for G-D should be done with a

willing heart, that we are celebrating not mourning the labor to prepare for our Holy times with Him. I

called to share this eBook with him and will enjoy reading it all year round as a reminder of praise all

year round for His beauty that has been created, Joy for the common and uncommon in our lives,

Grace and Mercy, Love. Thank you for sharing with others. may your Passover be as you have

shared it can be.

I enjoyed the simple practical tips of how to have the right mind set going through Passover. Even if

you don`t celebrate passover you will benefit from it. Its got recipes to help out as well. I highly

recommend this book.

This guide has come at a time of spiritual drought in my life, and is a reminder that Pesach is indeed

a time of overcoming obstacles and limitations. It has brought much needed Simcha!

I especially loved how the author connects spirituality to everything that is being done, and not in the

meaning of a routine ritual, but more of a real atmosphere: the cleaning, the clearing, being with the

spirit, being calm and in this holy wave of this true holiday.Thank you, Rae!

Beautifully done! Thank you Rae for your inspiring and poignant collection! I will definitely use this

year after year B'H

As always Rae's beautiful artwork combined with her helpful tips serves as a great inspiration. A

wonderful way to get ready for passover!

From the blurb I expected some actual Hagaddah and useful practical information. Aside from a few

recipes and quotes it was pretty much all musings and drawings. While the art is very nice, it is not



what I was wanting at all. I am glad I did not have to pay for it. Also, there are a lot of ads for the

artists other works.
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